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Background Information

Ø Medium of language: English

Ø Level: P.5 (3 classes in total)

Ø More than 70% of the students are 

non-Chinese speaking students (NCS) 



Ø Topic: Cubes and cuboids

Ø Learning objective:
Recognise the nets of cubes



Design of the manipulative task



Why we choose origami as the 
manipulative tool instead of Magnet?

Paper cutting Magnet Origami
u Low-cost u Costly u Low-cost
u Can keep the original net u Difficult to share and 

sterilize
u Can provide a set to 

each student 
u Time consuming as pupils 

need to cut for each net
u Difficult to turn it back to a 

net
u Can review the 

original net easily

u Not environmental friendly as 
need to prepare many pieces 
of paper

u Can purchase the tools 
easily(after quotation)

u Take time to prepare



Preparation work
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Students’conclusion
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Students’conclusion



Impact on students

Increased motivation
u Pupils are more active and engaging in the lesson.

u Pupils gain confidence as pupils can try many nets 

quickly 

u Pupils can try the nets outside the lesson 



Impact on students
Provide them with hand-on 
materials to try and prove

u Some pupils cannot imagine how the nets can 
be folded into a cube

u Visualize the folding process is the best way 
to prove their estimation

u Improve spatial thinking



Enhanced skills related 
to use of manipulatives 

Problem Solving
u Pupils are able to find the relationship 

between the faces and the net of a cube.

u They are able to draw missing faces of the 
net of a cube.



Enhanced skills related 
to use of manipulatives 

Logical reasoning
u Move from concrete experience to abstract 

reasoning.

u Some pupils can tell the nets with a particular 
pattern must/must not be able to be folded 
into a cube.



Important notes for similar activity

ØEnough demonstration before the activity

ØPrepare 3 different colours to show the opposite 

faces(Extended task)
Tips:
üTapes üCut üPackage




